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Tonianne K Witschi Professional Corporation Re-Brand The Good Stuff

Creative Brief

Brand | Web | Strategy

An all women accounting firm with collective experience 
in public practice of over 60+ years. With a passionate and 
fierce team of ladies, we work to unearth and explore the 
mission and values of the firm to establish strategy, re-align 
and re-invent the brand. 

Current Logo

The Game Plan

After many tea and coffee couch sessions, focused on 
digging deeper with Tonianne about what she saw for the 
future, who she wanted to be perceived as, and eventually 
arguing over color; she came to the realization that her 
clients cared about HER and HER TEAM more than the 
old sign on the building. The design would need to be 
approachable, professional, but with room for humor and 
playfulness to truly reflect the nature of the business and 
team behind it. 

What we created: 

• Business Cards 
• Stationary Package
• Signage
• Custom USB’s 
• Tote Bags
• Web & Mobile Site
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Luminosity Visual Listening Guide The Good Stuff

Creative Brief

Information Design | Event | Pilot Project

Creating a visual listening guide for the listeners of a 
special piece titled Luminosity by James Whitbourn. We 
aim to give the listeners a visual guide to the complexities 
in this choral piece. It should be understandable by 
individuals who do not have any musical training or 
background, but is an opportunity to teach and facilitate a 
degree of musical literacy. Spiritus Chamber Choir pulled 
inspiration from the Toronto Symphony Orchestra to 
recreate it for their unique purpose.

The Game Plan

• Create color coded icons for each part in the piece
• Use the volume levels as traceable data 
• Use the recording and sheet music in tandem 
• Align data horizontally, mirroring traditional sheet music 
• Use simple variations in line to express chords 
• Give line texture to express tonality of Tanpura
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Return of the Beedom The Good Stuff

Rationale

Game Concept | Information Design | Digital

Return of the Beedom is an RPG (role playing game) video 
game concept seeking to educate kids, teens even adults 
into the challenges facing bee species today. Featuring 
retro-pixel based graphics, repopularized by games like 
Shovel Knight, Terraria, Hyper Light Drifter and Undertale. 
The fear of bees must be turned to empathy, for how are 
you expected to protect something you are afraid of? 

The Game Plan

• Enable Character Customization 
• Personify and create antagonists from real threats
• Create a pre-game trailer introducing the player’s mission
• Seamlessly combine facts with fun
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rokpup Magazine The Good Stuff

Rationale

Editorial | Niche | Print

rokpup is a magazine for rock people by rock people. Its 
goal is to invite young aspiring rockhounds–that we call 
“rockpups” to learn, grow and further their interest and 
passion. The imagery is playful and strange combined with 
clean texture and color. Originally we had planned for a 
maxamilist, color–bomb chaos that was over the top, but 
we quickly discovered that if our imagery was going to be 
complex then the typography and layout could be cleaned 
up and simplified.

From crafts to thought provoking articles, to full spreads of 
beautiful stones, gems and minerals, there is something for 
everyone to discover in rokpup. 

Semester long partner project with fellow designer and 
friend—Kayley Istace kayleyistace.com.

Kayley Istace Feature Spread
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Sans & Serif Children’s Book The Good Stuff

Rationale

Illustration | Print 

With my degree program focusing heavily on typography 
and finding myself working in vector-based style, I chose 
to create a story that focused on typography and the 
importance and uniqueness of letters. 

It is told through the eyes of two brothers who are 
fighting with each other because they don’t understand 
each other’s letterforms. It’s a story reminiscent of the 
screaming matches and fights I would have with my 
younger sister (to this day sometimes they happen too). 
Arguments where hurtful words get said that cannot 
be taken back. The story is as much about the power 
of words as it is about the potential of letters. Targeted 
to children aged 4-6, it would frequent the shelves of 
design and creative parents alike.
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Movember Ladies The Good Stuff

Creative Brief

Photography | Campaign 

November only comes once a year, but ladies will forever 
look marvelous in moustaches. Mo-Sistas are an integral 
part of the Movember foundation. Let’s celebrate Mo-Sista’s 
with humour and deliver persuasive, impactful messaging.

The Game Plan

Through a natural light, black and white vogue style 
photoshoot asking ladies will be asked to choose their own 
moustache, pose and embrace their new nose neighbor.

ITS 
TIME 
TO 
GROW

ITS 
TIME 
TO 
GROW

Ladies, this one’s for you. 
It’s time to join the Movember 

family and end the stigma 
against men’s mental health. 

So grab your favorite stache 
and show your support for 

the men in your life!

Visit movember.ca to 
complete your profile 

and join up with your 
fellow Mo’Sistas!
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AUArts SA (Formerly ACADSA) Design Projects The Good Stuff

Overview

Marketing | Variety | Production

For the 2018/19 Academic year I had the pleasure to 
work with the Alberta University of the Arts Students’ 
Association formerly ACADSA, to coordinate and create 
their design assets for the year. I have highlighted three 
most memorable projects during the year.

Show + Sale—The annual student art market in both the 
Fall and Spring. Created posters, cards, ads for print, web 
and a motion graphic for the Fall show. 

Hear/d Residency Cards—a semi–annual exhibition of 
students highlighting wellness, specifically on mental health. 
Each postcard was created from the unique vision of the 
group participating in the residency. 
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Grad Show 2019 — Personal Work — Primeval Abstractions

Concept

Digital | Poster Design

Color study abstractions based on three different worlds of 
my imagination: Desert, Jungle and Ocean. Presented in the 
first AUArts Grad Show in May 2019.


